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The NASC has produced a PowerPoint presentation that provides a brief introduction to TG20:21 for scaffolders. The free period for TG20:13 purchasers in 2019 and before has now expired, a renewal subscription can be bought when logged in to the NASC ePortal. To ensure the transition from TG20:13 to TG20:21 is as fair as possible, there is a
period of free use of the new software for existing users, which can be accessed using the TG20:13 serial number.NASC President Lynn Way said: “We’re delighted to launch TG20:21. There are actually many different types of edge protection on the market, but there are regulations to be followed for different types of roof. Although this list is not
exhaustive, we have tried to include the most important changes. Further information can be found here. The NASC and CADS co-hosted a webinar to explain what’s included in TG20:21. Read More Topics: Scaffold Design, TG20, TG20:21, NASC, Temp Roof Provide design drawings for a temporary roof to provide weather protection and access
scaffold to the stone university building. Read More Topics: Scaffold Design, Scaffolding Ramps In general, most scaffolds need to be tied to an existing permanent structure. We’ve been working on this update for 18 months, and I’d like to thank every single person that has played a part in its development.“We’re confident that users of TG20:21 will
recognise how we’ve taken the best parts of TG20:13, made it better and easier to use, but also kept the original mission statement in the front of our minds – creating a tool that scaffolding contractors can use to produce compliant structures for day to-day scaffolding, and ensure that their scaffolding projects are safe and conform to legal
requirements.”SAEMA – Specialist Access Engineering and Maintenance Association – has a long history in delivering the best training and guidance in the temporary and permanent suspended access industry. However, if your customer insists on a design, in most cases you’ll have no choice but to provide one. Provide design drawings for a
temporary roof and side protection over a former manor house. Read More Topics: Scaffold Design, TG20, TG20:21, NASC TG20 is a guide to good practice for tube & fittings scaffolds produced by the NASC. Though it is not a statutory necessity, the TG20 guidelines are taken among contractors and scaffolders to be a core value of their trade.
Subscription renewals can be bought before the expiry of the previous period, the new subscription period will be started from the end of the previous period. Supporting scaffolds to be founded on grounds and bridged / cantilevered over the perpendicular parts of the building. Additions include exterior birdcages, tube and fitting mobile towers, tube
and fitting loading bays without beams and tied independent scaffolds with three inside boards. The Edge Protection Federation describes its purpose as 'to prevent people or objects from falling to a lower level'. Users can pay for subscriptions on a one-, three- and five-year basis. Read More Topics: Scaffold Design, Scaffold Ties No matter the size or
nature of your scaffolding project, the safety and durability of the scaffold is essential. The updated and expanded scaffolding compliance software from the National Access & Scaffolding Federation (NASC) is now on sale.TG20:21 builds on TG20:13, the NASC’s innovative, user-friendly and widely-adopted eGuide software, which enables users to
produce a wide range of standard scaffolding structures, without the need for bespoke design. Supporting scaffolds to be founded on top of the surrounding higher-level walls. This session can be viewed here. In these circumstances a TG20:21 compliance sheet can be used instead of a full design. One serial number for each NASC full member has
been set up as a continuous free subscription, the free subscription will last for as long as they remain an NASC member. Other NASC ePortal information In accessing TG20:21 via the NASC ePortal, users agree to abide by the Subscription Agreement and the End User Licence Agreement. Most large-scale contractors won’t allow scaffolds to be
erected on-site without a design. Read More Topics: Scaffold Design, TG20, TG20:21, NASC Whether work is taking place on a domestic or commercial property, one of the main considerations that clients have is whether scaffolding arrangements require a design. These were accompanied by the TG20:13 e-guide software for producing the TG20
compliance sheets, but the software was only licensed for use on one machine. A full list of the changes are listed within TG20:21 itself. Historical practices throughout the scaffolding industry and documents which highlight when scaffolding needs a design – such as the TG20:21 guidance literature - often clash. The first major revision since 2011,
this significant update has provided further recommendation and guidance for the safety and control surrounding a vast range of construction projects. Discounts are available to NASC members and for longer subscriptions. An itemised price list is available here. There are a number of differences between TG20:13 & TG20:21. Read More Topics:
Scaffold Design, TG20, TG20:21 The latest of the TG20 amendments, TG20:13, came out in 2014. There are exceptions where there is a necessity for a scaffold to be designed without any ties. It commonly consists of a toe board, and primary guard rail and secondary intermediate rail. TG20 provides the definitive guidance for scaffolding constructed
with tube and fittings throughout the UK. TG20 comprises four elements; the Operational Guide, the Design Guide, the User Guide and the NASC’s innovative, user-friendly and widely-adopted eGuide software. Read More Topics: Roof Edge Protection The latest version of this guidance TG20:21 builds on the previous version TG20:13. Through
TG20:21 the guides and eGuide are now available online, with the improved and expanded software and the associated and updated Operational and Design Guides accessible via the NASC ePortal. Sometimes supplementary couplers are used to ensure the safety and strength of a scaffolding structure. Registration instructions will be sent by email
following purchase. When it comes to temporary ramps there is no guidance within TG20:13 to fall back on, so a temporary ramp must be constructed from a bespoke design. Purchasers in 2020 to 2021 still have free use until 12th July 2022. are usually taken into consideration. Read More Topics: Scaffold Design, TG20 In 2019, BSI produced a fully
revised and updated version of BS 5975, the code of practice businesses are recommended to comply with for temporary works procedures as well as stress design of falsework & formwork on-site. Up until March 2021, this bundle came only in the form of three hard copy guides and a digital download, and was titled TG20:13. TG20:13 was formally
withdrawn, in favour of fully adopting TG20:21, on October 12 2021. New advice has been included, as well as several smaller updates to bring the standard up to scratch for modern-day purposes. Lists of principal changes between TG20:13 guidance and TG20:21 guidance can be found at the back of the TG20:21 Design Guide and Operational
Guide, they can also be found here: The updated User Guide booklet was published in May, printed versions of the Operational and Design guides will be available shortly. To be free standing with kentledge or anchored to ground. What’s new in TG20:21 The TG20:21 eGuide builds on the TG20:13 eGuide software, with a number of revisions and
additions to make the process of producing a compliant scaffold even simpler. We have a range of objectives in place to ensure you’re in safe hands.Read more news here. Not only this, following TG20 guidelines ensure that you comply with the Work at Heights Regulations 2005, which is a legal requirement. Existing TG20:13 users – Register for
TG20:21, you will need your TG20:13 serial number which can be found by pressing the information i on the eGuide home screen. These designs often form a vital component of the contractors’ Health & Safety management – and furthermore, designs are useful to co-ordinate all tradespersons who may need to use the scaffold. Keep reading for more
on: • NASC ePortal subscription costs • Accessing the NASC ePortal • What’s new in TG20:21 • Other NASC ePortal information NASC ePortal subscription costs New subscriptions and subscriptions renewals and be purchased from the NASC website shop. Usually this involves adding buttress bays and may also include the need for counterweights.
Here is a quick rundown of some important aspects to consider. There are a number of changes within the guide itself & the e-Guide software has also been updated to allow TG20 compliance sheets for a wider range scaffolds. It can be downloaded here. The ePortal is hosted in a Microsoft Azure data centre in Europe, which is accredited to ISO
27001. TG20 guidance covers an array of standard scaffolds such as tied independent access scaffolds, Loading bays, Internal birdcages and more, however TG20:13 does not cover all scaffolds. We are committed to advancing safety through raising the standards in best practice. Read More Topics: Scaffold Design, TG20, TG20:21, NASC, Temp Roof
Provide drawings & calculations for a temporary roof to provide weather protection to lower-level roof of main building. Below is a list of some of the changes that have been made. The purchase process captures the business name, contact email address and any NASC membership details. The TG20 compliance sheet is now double-sided, with the
illustration and principal compliance criteria on the front side and the detailed compliance criteria listed on the reverse in landscape format. For TG20:21 the Operational Guide, Design Guide & e-Guide software have all been incorporated into a subscription based online portal called the NASC e-Portal. It’s possible to argue that certain scaffold
configurations won’t require a design if it complies with the British Standard/TG20. Uplift forces to be restrained via window reveals. It was created by the NASC (National Access & Scaffolding Confederation) and aims to impose a good, universal level of consistency in the use of tube and fittings scaffolds. This allows for several devices including
computers, tablets & smart phones to access the guide with one subscription. Development has been carried out in conjunction with CADS (Computer and Design Services Limited) and in accordance with the European standard BS EN 12811 – even simpler, and incorporates a wider range of scaffolding types.Additions include exterior birdcages,
tube and fitting mobile towers, tube and fitting loading bays without beams, and tied independent scaffolds with three inside boards.TG20 compliance sheets are now double-sided, with an illustration and principal compliance criteria on the front, and detailed compliance criteria listed on the reverse.The updated User Guide booklet will be
published in May, and printed versions of the Operational and Design guides will follow.TG20:21 is available on an annual subscription basis, costing £300 + VAT per login per year, which is discounted to £75 for NASC full members. While the HSE has compiled a useful list of scaffold arrangements thatneed a design prior to work taking place, it’s
understandable that confusionsometimes arises. Most scaffolds, however, require some form of tying arrangement, whether that’s a wall, a column or exposed steelwork. It explains what TG20 is and why it is needed as well as outlines some of the principal changes from the previous edition. Ultimately, your scaffold configuration could meet some or
all of these criteria, but perhaps the ultimate guidance as to whether you need a design is to consider what your customer wants. That’s not to say TG20:21 isn’t specific or prescriptive in regard to the requirements of scaffolding which can be erected without further design requirements – factors such as the estimated wind load, whether the
scaffolding is netted/sheeted, where the scaffolding is located etc. So, what exactly are supplementary check couplers and what do Eurocodes say about them? Read More Topics: Scaffold Design Roofing edge protection is equipment designed to protect against falls, most commonly used during the construction of residential or commercial buildings.
Previously TG20:13 was outlined in two physical books, the TG20:13 Operational Guide & the TG20:13 Design Guide. Perhaps the biggest change is in the way the new guide is delivered. Accessing the NASC ePortal New TG20 users – Buy a new TG20:21 subscription.
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